Make more time for love and less time for food preparation on
Valentine’s Day with OXO’s new 3-in-1 avocado slicer
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Maybe it's their memorable shape or perhaps the energy boosting properties that give avocados their
reputation as being one of the best aphrodisiacs, but whatever the reason make sure you make more time
for love and less time for food preparation this Valentine’s Day (14 February) with OXO's
(http://www.oxouk.com) new 3-in-1 avocado slicer.
Whether you're planning a simple salad to begin your romantic feast or a Mexican themed affair, OXO's new
gadget will make preparing your avocados quicker, easier and safer than ever before, creating uniform
slices of avocado in just three easy steps. And thanks to its unique design your romantic evening won’t
be rudely interrupted by a trip to A&E with a knife injury.
The plastic blade easily cuts through the skin and fruit of the avocado, without being sharp to the
touch. The pitting tool, which features sharp stainless steel teeth, allows you to quickly remove the
stone with a simple twist – no more dangerous stabbing it out with a knife. All that’s left to do is
simply scoop out the rest of the fruit into perfect slices with the slicer’s fan blade and serve up
your avocado in a jiffy, leaving you more time for the fun stuff this Valentine’s Day.
Price: £8 available from Lakeland, Selfridges and Amazon.
Designed to make everyday living that little bit easier, the award winning OXO Good Grips range offers
over 200 stylish, yet practical tools for the home including kitchenware, organisational tools, bathroom
and cleaning products. The company also offers an exciting design-led collection of award winning baby
equipment including essential feeding and weaning tools in three bright colours, handy cleaning tools and
a super stylish, ultra functional highchair.

Call OXO on 0114 242 0405 for further details or visit www.oxouk.com
-ENDSFor further information, <strong>samples</strong> or product images please contact:
Emma or Ria at The Lenny Agency on 01484 767 545 or email emma@thelennyagency.co.uk /
ria@thelennyagency.co.uk
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